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Abstract. Due to the considerable number of vehicles in many cities, parking 
problem is a long-term phenomenon and represents one of the main causes of 
traffic congestion. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can handle automatic 
monitoring of traffic, pollution and other interesting services in urban areas 
non-invasively. UAVs are usually equipped with one or more onboard cameras 
and with other electronic sensors. In this context, a method for parking slot oc-
cupancy detection in parking areas is presented. For recognition of free parking 
spaces, pictures of urban areas captured by the onboard camera of the UAV are 
georeferenced and processed for marker detection. The implemented system 
shows good results in terms of robustness and reliability. Moreover, it paves the 
way for an improved management of urban spaces. 
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1 Introduction 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly called drones, are currently proposed 
for civil applications with strong involvement in smart city applications. An interest-
ing application of UAVs is the management of parking areas and specifically the de-
tection of parking slot occupancy. 

Bad management of free parking slots can cause various problems such as traffic 
congestion, increase of exhaust emissions and pollution. Moreover, searching for a 
free parking slot can be time consuming and stressful for citizens. To solve these is-
sues as far as possible, some cities are adopting smart parking systems. Current smart 
parking systems are based on installation of multiple cameras and/or multiple sensors; 
they imply costs related to materials, installation and periodic maintenance. Moreo-
ver, in the case of sensor networks, battery discharging could represent a problem [1].  

The use of drones in monitoring parking lots in urban areas allows patrons to set-
up a cost effective and scalable monitoring system based on few units that conti-
nuously monitor the whole city by contiguous areas. 
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Data retrieved from aerial images by UAVs could be employed to develop mobile 
applications that give live information on parking availability, zone by zone in a city. 
In this way, both citizens would have a better everyday city live and city governments 
would be able to develop better plans of dynamic parking fees based on live and more 
detailed parking status. 

In this paper, authors suppose that all parking slots are labeled with a proper mark-
er (a white distinctive shape printed on asphalt). Images captured by camera installed 
on UAV are analyzed to recognize markers independently from the camera point of 
view, so occupancy of parking slots of a given urban area is detected. 

For marker recognition phase, shape matching technique is adopted. Tests carried 
out have shown high reliability in counting of parking slots. The implemented tool 
processes aerial images with unknown point of view. As in many cases, the reliability 
of detection phase depends on image quality. Generally, image quality is not a main 
issue in this context because drones can be equipped with high resolution imagery 
systems. On the other side, the developed method is scale-invariant, rotation-invariant 
and contemplates a certain degree of perspective distortion. Furthermore, it is relative-
ly insensitive to changes in light conditions. 

In the following sections, the procedure for parking slot detection is presented in 
details. 

2 Parking Status Recognition 

Nowadays, a lot of choices for occupation state monitoring of parking spaces are 
indicated. 

Among current methods, techniques based on hardware integration in urban architec-
ture are achieving a certain amount of success as a result of their reliability. The most 
diffuse system uses sensor networks; every sensor is able to recognize presence or ab-
sence of a vehicle on the associated spot region. Installation and maintenance costs are 
the main drawback of this solution. In fact, every parking slot shall be equipped with a 
sensor which is often put beneath the road surface. Moreover, all sensors are equipped 
with independent energy sources that need periodic replacements. 

Evolution in the detection of vehicles in car park space is represented by live 
processing of images captured adopting cameras strategically located within the area 
to be monitored. Drawbacks of this solution are installation costs and presence of 
obstacle in field of view.  

Unlike sensor-based systems, in this solution a single device controls more than one 
parking slot at a time, reducing the number of devices to be installed in a parking area. 
After installation a set up phase is necessary to locate Regions Of Interest (ROIs) in the 
frame. The adoption of fixed cameras allows to make easier and improve the procedure 
of parking status detection and to make it more reliable [3,4,5,6,7,8]. 

A new frontier to solve parking management problems in urban areas could be 
represented by the introduction of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for operations 
of parking status recognition. 
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In the proposed solution, the adoption of a single UAV, enables the monitoring of 
hundreds of parking slots using an onboard computer vision (CV) system able to 
detect free parking spaces by recognizing custom markers on the ground. Every 
marker is related to a parking slot. While flying over an urban area, drone is able to 
recognize parking markers thus determining the state of parking spaces. 

Adopting a non-static vision system, ROIs cannot be set a priori and pre-
processing steps are required. To assure that the number of detected free parking 
spaces is uniquely related to a precise urban area, the onboard CV system shall per-
form image analysis just on non-overlapped frames. This could be obtained using 
standard methods of image processing in conjunction with other data from different 
sources for georeferencing purpose. 

The development of a robust algorithm is challenging because it should detect 
parking markers in changeable light conditions and despite perspective distortions. 

3 Parking Markers Detection 

In this section, all the image processing steps adopted in the detection algorithm are 
described. In Fig.1, a test image is specified. The depicted condition is recommended 
for testing the algorithm reliability because perspective distortion of marker printed 
on ground grows as the view becomes less frontal. At the end of this section, results 
of marker recognition for the proposed test image are indicated. 

 

Fig. 1. Test image, a custom marker is printed on ground in a parking slot 

3.1 Implemented Procedure 

Reference Marker Data Import. The reference marker is analyzed and its profile is 
extracted (Fig. 2).  

The marker profile is represented by a vector containing the distances (in pixels) of 
each point of the marker contour from the centroid of the marker itself (Fig. 3).  
Extraction of marker profile is an one-off operation. In fact, the obtained value is 
stored in a variable after it has been evaluated. 
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Fig. 3. Profile of the reference marker 
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Edge Detection and Shape Contours. Edge detection is performed on the obtained 
binary image using Sobel operator (Fig. 5). Therefore, a new binary image is generated 
whose white pixels are contour pixels. Sobel operator has been chosen for its low com-
putational cost [10]. As is widely known, edge recognition methods, such as those based 
on Sobel operator, are very sensitive to noise [11, 12]. Since in the implemented proce-
dure, Sobel-based edge detection is performed on binary images which are characterized 
by maximum contrast, the algorithm high noise sensitivity is irrelevant.  

 

Fig. 5. Marker close-up after edge detection phase 

Morphological Processing. To pick out objects to be compared with the reference 
marker, morphological operations are adopted 

Thresholding evaluation for connected objects. The implemented procedure does not 
analyzed all the objects recognized as bright. In fact, based on the image height and 
the image resolution, the expected value of the number of contour points composing 
the marker is calculated. Therefore, objects having a number of contour pixels higher 
or lower than the expected value multiplied by a user-defined flexibility parameter, 
are not taken into account (Fig. 6).  

 

Fig. 6. Object filtering by area opening 

Edge linking, Filling, and Labeling. A morphological closing operation is performed 
on the binary image to link any broken contour using a disk with 2 pixels radius.  
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The next phase realizes a morphological reconstruction; in fact every hole in any con-
nected component is filled adopting the algorithm in [13]. In this context, holes 
represent every set of background points which cannot be reached by background 
filling starting by the image edges. The last operation performs labelling: every con-
nected component in the binary image is labelled with a number. The same numerical 
value is assigned to pixels of the same object while background pixels are set to 0. 
The procedure adopted for object labeling is detailed in [14]. 

Object Warping. Because of the original reference marker is inscribed into a square, 
every labelled object is warped (Fig. 7). Even if this operation introduces some distor-
tion, it makes reconstruction easier because it reduces perspective distortion and  
allows a more accurate comparison. 

 

Fig. 7. Object thus isolated in the original image (left) is warped into a square (right) 

Profile Extraction. Profile is extracted for each warped object adopting the same 
method used for reference image. For the object classification, the profile of every 
object is compared with the reference marker profile. 

 

Fig. 8. Profile comparison 
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Profile Matching. Offset, Scaling, Resampling, and Alignment. To optimize the pro-
file matching, some operations are necessary. Therefore, every object is resampled 
with the same number of points of the reference profile, offset between profiles is 
subtracted, amplitude is normalized to the maximum value of the reference profile 
and profiles are aligned using a dynamic time warping algorithm (Fig. 8) 

 
Cross-correlation. Normalized cross-correlation coefficient is calculated between 
reference and candidate profiles. If the coefficient value is higher than a user-defined 
threshold, the object under test is recognized as a marker and its coordinates are 
stored on the original image for further uses. 

The marker printed on asphalt in the test image has been successfully recognized 
with a cross-correlation coefficient value greater than 0.9916. 
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